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My name is Amanda Abella I am a student of yours and a huge fan.I’ve been following

your work for just this year (perfect timing, right?) and I just wanted to express immense

gratitude for the work that you do.

I have taken several money consciousness classes throughout the years and it is my

opinion that yours is the most thorough and most effective. I also originally come from

the traditional finance space (was a financial writer for eight years) and find your work so

refreshing in an industry that is so outdated and is still leaving people broke.I joined The

Rich Mentality while I was struggling with a) my intuitive gifts being awakened in 2020

and b) being triggered by all the turmoil and c) being right smack in the middle of

scaling my company. 

The three things combined were presenting major challenges and it was showing in my

finances.Since joining The Rich Mentality I paid off over $20,000 in business debt that I’d

taken on just before the pandemic hit. We also got the business back to where it was

pre-pandemic and our on our way to seven figures. Most importantly, your work has

helped me when those surprise challenges arise.I just wanted to thank you from the

bottom of my heart. 

If there’s anything I can do to support you and your mission right now just let me know. I

have a podcast where I can share your work with my audience (I’ve interviewed other

money experts such as Farnoosh Torabi), I can write a review - whatever you need. You

can learn more about me here: http://www.amandaabella.com Thank you again!
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